[Conditioning of slow electrocortical activity evoked by sensory stimulation and by a reflex movement in man].
Slow cerebral waves are recorded from 10 adults during an experiment consisting of the application of isolated or coupled sensorial stimulations, the weak sound occuring 880 msec prior to the strong light when coupled. Prior to coupling, the stimulations evoke on the vertex generally negative slow waves which would indicate an orientation reaction. After coupling, the responses to sound become constantly negative and are considered as waves described as "negative contingent variations". To the contrary, responses to light are inverted and become constantly positive. Such a phenomenon equally observed during experiments consisting of sound coupled to a reflex movement recalls the resolution of the negative contingent variation, the decision wave and the motor potentiel that accompanies the execution of voluntary movement, however here, it is produced during conditioning which does not require active motor participation by the subject. These results demonstrate that the simple coupling of two stimulations following the protocol developed by Pavlov provokes in man a complex collection of responses containing a motor component analogous to that which one observes in more elaborate experiments destined to prove the anticipation of the decision.